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Bill Wells wasn't a famous man, but he left an invaluable legacy for those who knew
him. He lived his life by a few simple words of wisdom-recorded in a little black
notebook-and taught his children to do the same. Now, with this collection of minimemoirs, his daughter Yvonne Swinson shares his legacy with you. 33 Habits of a
Really Good Man includes Bill's favorite memories and experiences and shares ideas
on how these habits can lead to a really good life. Available just in time for Father's
Day, 33 Habits is the perfect way to show your appreciation for the most important men
in your life.
ROYAL MARINE, Stirling Hunt, has nothing left to live for and everything to kill for after
he discovers that the man behind the deaths of his parents is still out there, linked to
organised crime and the Russian state, and causing untold misery to the people he
traffics in for money. 'BLOOD FEUD is a story of betrayal, vengeance and intrigue, of
secrets and lies, and of power and control'. Powerful, pulse-pounding, and so wellwritten--rarely do you read a debut novel this good. A thrilling, page-turning debut about
one man's quest to bring a terrorist to justice--and it's winner take all--in this Top-10
Amazon Best Seller. Praise for Blood Feud: "The first pages of this book - the Amazon
sample pages - are so tense and well written you know you will read all of it." James
Easton, author of Snow Rush ????? "Superb!! A real page-turner of a novel, the action
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is relentless. I couldn't put it down." Paul Lintern, Amazon Reviewer ????? "Stewart
Clyde's military experience shines through in his writing and his style. This action thriller
is hard to put down. It never pauses for a second and always leaves you wanting
more." - Amazon Reviewer ????? *** BACKCOVER: A BETRAYAL Stirling Hunt is a
war hero with a unique and special set of skills, but when he is injured in battle, he is
tossed aside. Discarded by the Regiment, he has no hope left ... until he discovers the
truth about what happened to his parents. He agrees to use his lethal skills one last
time, but does he have it in him? A DIAMOND Driven by his need for justice, Stirling
carries out the mission he has prepared for his whole life: revenge. He is owed a debt,
and he intends to collect. He goes deep undercover to infiltrate a criminal cartel and its
depraved leader with links to global terrorism, and the Russian state. AN OATH OF
VENGEANCE The covert operation takes him from arms smuggling in the Congo, to an
underground boxing club in Angola, and the dismantling of a terror cell in the ancient
city of Jerusalem. In a race against the clock to save his friend, recover a diamond and
kill his enemy, Stirling is thrust into a dangerous game between a ruthless criminal
cartel, and international intelligence agency. As Stirling hunts his prey, will he be able
keep his promise and overcome his demons? THE HUNT IS ON If you like Ian Fleming,
David Baldacci, Stephen Leather, Mark Dawson, Chris Ryan, Lee Child, Brad Thor,
Wilbur Smith, Jack Carr, Frederick Forsyth, or Vince Flynn, you will love this thriller
from Stewart Clyde. *** In Blood Feud, the cast of characters are rich and textured.
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Stirling Hunt shows all the hallmarks of a hard hitting anti-hero. Hard as a diamond, but
with a wry sense of humour and an unbending loyalty to his friends, doing whatever it
takes to bring criminals to justice. A new hero for our troubled times. *** STEWART
CLYDE is a Top-100 Amazon Best Selling author and a brilliant new voice in the thriller
genre, and he writes authentically and with authority. Blood Feud is written in a taut,
clear and crisp style that moves at race pace. Find out more and sign up for new
releases and free stuff at: stewartclydeauthor.com/connect
When an MI6 agent is found to be keeping records of his missions to protect himself
from betrayal he unwittingly makes himself a priority target. But how do you silence the
most dangerous man imaginable? Send him into hell on earth... While Alex King is sent
into Northern Iraq to tidy the loose ends of a botched mission, the archipelago of
Indonesia is under communist threat from within its own military. A consortium of
worried businessmen call for desperate measures and seek the services of an
assassin. But what if MI6 could be duped into taking care of their problems for them?
With secret links to China the communist contingent threatens Britain's trade initiatives
with the largest mineral producing country on the planet. In the dark world of
intelligence it seems that everybody has their price.
Increased agricultural productivity is a major stepping stone on the path out of poverty
in sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia, but farmers there face tremendous challenges
improving production. Poor soil, inefficient water use, and a lack of access to plant
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breeding resources, nutritious animal feed, high quality seed, and fuel and electricitycombined with some of the most extreme environmental conditions on Earth-have
made yields in crop and animal production far lower in these regions than world
averages. Emerging Technologies to Benefit Farmers in Sub-Saharan Africa and South
Asia identifies sixty emerging technologies with the potential to significantly improve
agricultural productivity in sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia. Eighteen technologies
are recommended for immediate development or further exploration. Scientists from all
backgrounds have an opportunity to become involved in bringing these and other
technologies to fruition. The opportunities suggested in this book offer new approaches
that can synergize with each other and with many other activities to transform
agriculture in sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia.
After two tours as a sniper in Iraq, Tommy Smith has returned to his former life as a
cowboy and wilderness guide in California’s Sierra Nevada, hoping to reclaim the
simplicity of his youth and heal the wounds the world can’t see. When, high on a
mountain pass, he and his partner find the wrecked plane of a billionaire adventurer
who disappeared months earlier, a seemingly innocent act triggers a breathtaking cycle
of violence that threatens Tommy’s world. Soon he is enmeshed in the struggle
between the billionaire’s trophy wife and wannabe drug lord son and their allies. Every
effort to set things right draws him deeper into a bad situation and closer to needing
those deadly skills that he had hoped to leave behind forever. With lean, efficient prose
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and dialogue that crackles with repartee, Bart Paul has written a contemporary thriller of
steadily mounting suspense and ruthless action. He captures both the beauty of the
high mountain wilderness and the laconic rhythms of the outfitters’ lives. In Tommy
Smith he offers a protagonist whose cool competence, home-grown decency, and
clarity of purpose in the face of danger suggest a brotherhood with heroes from the
likes of Ernest Hemingway and Cormac McCarthy. Skyhorse Publishing, as well as our
Arcade, Yucca, and Good Books imprints, are proud to publish a broad range of books
for readers interested in fiction—novels, novellas, political and medical thrillers, comedy,
satire, historical fiction, romance, erotic and love stories, mystery, classic literature,
folklore and mythology, literary classics including Shakespeare, Dumas, Wilde, Cather,
and much more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller
or a national bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects that are sometimes
overlooked and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.
Neurodegenerative diseases, including Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, Huntington’s, and
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, are the most common pathologies of the central nervous
system currently without a cure. They share common molecular and cellular
characteristics, including protein misfolding, mitochondrial dysfunction, glutamate
toxicity, dysregulation of calcium homeostasis, oxidative stress, inflammation, and
ageing, which contribute to neuronal death. Efforts to treat these diseases are often
limited by their multifactorial etiology. Natural products, thanks to their multitarget
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activities, are considered promising alternatives for the treatment of neurodegeneration.
This book deals with two different forms of natural products: extracts and isolated
compounds. The study of the bioactivity of the extracts is extremely important as many
studies have demonstrated the synergistic effect of the combination of different natural
products. On the other hand, the investigation of the activity of specifically isolated
natural products can be also important to understand their cellular and molecular
mechanisms and to define the specific bioactive components in extracts or foods. This
book can be considered an important contribution to knowledge of the neuroprotective
effect of natural products and presents a great deal of information, related to both the
benefits but also the limitations of their use in counteracting neurodegeneration.
Dan Gordon races across the globe in search of an elusive master criminal known as
the Chameleon. The information he uncovers along the way will reveal an international
terrorist conspiracy.
Rob Stone is taking time out to climb in the mountains of Oregon. Taking a break, drinking
coffee in a diner in a small mountain town he watches a helpless man humiliated. Stepping in
to help, he sparks a confrontation. Within an hour somebody tries to kill him. A message has
been sent, but Stone will not be pushed. As he starts to investigate what some people in the
town do not want uncovered, the truth becomes unthinkable. Cruelty on a scale unimaginable,
Stone is determined to shut it down and reclaim the town for its people.Outnumbered, hunted
through the dense forest and mountain terrain, his enemy are unaware that they haven't
gained the advantage. They have merely released him into his element.Murder, abduction,
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betrayal... Sometimes you can't see the woods for the trees...
'A master of seagoing adventure.' Clive Cussler The giant supertanker Prometheus sits at
anchor in the Persian Gulf, holding 250,000 tons of crude oil. Somewhere on board is a crew
member who is determined that the ship not make it to its destination in Europe. As the ship
travels through the Indian Ocean, around South Africa, through the Atlantic and into the
English Channel, only Captain Richard Mariner can battle subterfuge, sabotage and the
elements to see the ship safely to port.
The Financial Times Guide to Investingis the definitive introduction to the art of successful
stock market investing. Beginning with the very basics of why companies need investors and
explaining what investors do, Glen Arnold takes you through the practicalities of buying and
selling shares. He describes different types of investment vehicles and advises you how you
can be successful at picking companies, understanding their accounts, managing a
sophisticated portfolio, measuring performance and risk and setting up an investment club. The
second edition of this bestselling introduction to investing explains how the financial markets
operate, shows you what you need to know to be successful and encourages you to follow and
act on your own judgements. Thoroughly updated to help you invest with skill and confidence,
new sections include: Online investing, website information and tools including screenshots
and virtual portfolios as well as computerised counterparty trading Detailed updating of tax
rates and legislation, increases in ISA allowances and revisions to capital gains tax A jargonbusting glossary to help you understand words, phrases and investing concepts Recent
Financial Times articles and tables which illustrate and expand on case studies and examples
Up-to-date statistics on the returns you can expect on shares and bonds Investing can be
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profitable and fun and The Financial Times Guide to Investing 2nd edition, explains step-bystep both the essentials of investing as well as describing how the financial markets really
work. It details the practicalities of investing, such as how to go about buying shares and
describes the variety of financial securities you can buy, from bonds and unit trusts through to
exchange traded funds. Exploding the myths that only the wealthy can afford to buy and sell
shares and showing you why you can be just as successful trading on your own as you would
be by employing a fund manager, this authoritative guide book will help you build a profitable
personal financial portfolio. What is investment The rewards of investment Understanding
stock markets Using the financial media Buying and selling shares Pooled investments
Investing in bonds Futures and options Financial spreadbetting Analysing companies and
industries Mastering company reports and accounts Key investment ratios and measures Ticks
of the accounting trade Managing your portfolio Mergers and takeovers Taxation and investors
Measuring performance Investor protection Investment clubs
This book contains a number of papers presented at a workshop organised by the World Bank
in 1997 on the theme of 'Social Capital: Integrating the Economist's and the Sociologist's
Perspectives'. The concept of 'social capital' is considered through a number of theoretical and
empirical studies which discuss its analytical foundations, as well as institutional and statistical
analyses of the concept. It includes the classic 1987 article by the late James Coleman, 'Social
Capital in the Creation of Human Capital', which formed the basis for the development of social
capital as an organising concept in the social sciences.
When you visit The Farm Cooking School you’ll not only leave with a full stomach, but having
learned something new. The Farm Cooking School is packed with many of the same lessons
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you’d learn in person at the school, taught through more than 100 delicious recipes. You’ll
learn how to make the flakiest pie crust for peerless summer pies, use fresh farm eggs for
sweet, airy pavlova, and highlight what’s growing now with scratch-made pizzas and pastas.
Smoking, salt-roasting, pickling, and preserving are all part of the fun. Yet it’s the way Ian and
Shelley employ these techniques that make their classes, and this book, so much fun. Brine
nasturtium buds for creative "capers", or try the hot-smoked oysters with a dollop of harissa
butter and you’ll agree! The Farm Cooking School is a cookbook for anyone who wants to
learn to cook in tune with nature. Celebrate the seasons as you grow comfortable with the
practiced techniques of our forebears. Join us at the school!
Tyler makes some new friends who belong to "The 'Not Even Once' Club" and who teach him
about living high standards and holding true to his beliefs.
This report discusses a range of issues related to the concept of mental health promotion,
including the relationship of mental health to mental illnesses; a rationale for the place of
mental health promotion within public health, alongside prevention of mental illness and the
treatment and rehabilitation of people living with mental illnesses and related disabilities;
various perspectives on mental health as a public health issue, types of evidence and the
feasibility of mental health promotion strategies; examples of the interventions possible and the
responsibility of various sectors; and activities that could be undertaken immediately within a
variety of resource settings.

The Secret Teachings of All Ages is perhaps the most comprehensive and complete
esoteric encyclopedia ever written. The sheer scope and ambition of this book are
stunning. In this book Manly P. Hall has successfully distilled the essence of more
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arcane subjects than one would think possible. This book explores the themes
underlying ancient mythology, philosophy, and religion. Unrivaled in its beauty and
completeness, it distills ancient and modern teachings of nearly 600 experts.
A COVERT GLOBAL THREAT. THE RACE TO STOP IT. A WEEKEND GETAWAY
FULL OF SECRETS. A potential worldwide catastrophe looms large as C.I.A. Officer
Jennifer Lear meets with her agent in Berlin. But the agent is late, and the meeting
turns into a frantic struggle to survive. Months later, a question still haunts The
Company: How could it all have gone so wrong? Meanwhile, in New York, high school
teacher Maria Hilliard and her sports writer husband Iggi arrive at their log cabin on
Lake Ontario ready to host two friends over the Fourth of July weekend. One is Maria's
fellow teacher Haley Girard, who is turning thirty and looking forward to the holiday
retreat. The other guest is recently divorced Detroit Detective Cal Ripley, a man who
has been on the front lines since 9/11 and needs time away from his job and Detroit.
The plan is simple: relax, reflect on life, and reconnect. However, not everyone is who
he or she appears to be. From the cafés of Berlin to the Roman Colosseum. From the
jungles of Vietnam to the streets of the Windy City. From the neighborhoods of Detroit
to the shores of Lake Ontario, and from the glamor of New York City to the secrets of
Langley, Virginia. The Cabin is Bestselling Author Landon Beach's new novel of
suspense-a work that is sexy, heart-warming, heart-breaking, and also uncovers a
terrifying scenario that few are willing to acknowledge exists. Imagine The Big Chill
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meets Patriot Games in a novel of friendship, betrayal, and world events that challenge
the generation labeled only by a letter to try and make sense of it all.
Michael Dobkowski and Isidor Walliman have edited a book that, although ominous, is
not a fatalistic look at the future. The Coming Age of Scarcity lays out the perils of not
recognizing the reality of genocide or of acknowledging the full implications of warfare.
Showing how scarcity and surplus populations can lead to disaster, The Coming Age of
Scarcity is about evil. It tells of "ethnic cleansing" and excavates the world's expanding
killing fields. The writers in this volume are all too aware that the future suggests that
present-day population growth, land resources, energy consumption, and per capita
consumption cannot be sustained without leading to greater catastrophes. The essays
in this volume ask: What is the solution in the face of mass death and genocide? As
philosopher John K. Roth says in the Foreword, "The essays can sensitize us against
despair and indifference because history shows that human-made mass death and
genocide are not inevitable, and no events related to them will ever be."
The second edition of Neuro-Oncology: The Essentials presents a comprehensive,
highly readable introduction to the fundamental science and core clinical concepts for
successfully managing common problems in neuro-oncology. Tightly focused chapters
provide up-to-date systematic coverage of biology, imaging, surgery, radiation,
chemotherapy, and biological concepts. The book addresses specific tumor types in
separate chapters, providing detailed discussion of background, incidence, clinical
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features, management, surgical approaches, recurrence, and outcomes.Highlights:
Pearls, pitfalls, controversies, and special considerations in textboxes -- ideal for rapidly
reviewing key points More than 250 photographs and illustrations demonstrate
important concepts This book is an invaluable reference for neurosurgeons,
neurologists, oncologists, residents and fellows in these specialties, as well as for
students.
Understanding animal behaviour is the overall theme of this 51st Congress of the
International Society for Applied Ethology and the red thread through the chosen
scientific topics. Understanding animal behaviour is essential in order to improve the
interaction between animals and the environments in which they are kept and to
improve animal welfare. The abstracts in this proceedings book give an overview of the
scientific topics discussed at the conference. The world of animals: senses and
perception Human-animal interactions Animal learning and cognition Animal stress
responses Social behaviour of animals Applying ethology in the keeping of animals
Animal affective states Maternal and neonatal behaviour
(Vocal Selections). A dozen vocal selections are included in this songbook featuring
music and lyrics by Rob Rokicki for his off-Broadway musical adapted from the 2005
fantasy-adventure novel of the same name. Includes: Bring on the Monsters * D.O.A. *
Drive * Good Kid * Killer Quest! * Lost! * My Grand Plan * Prologue/The Day I Got
Expelled * Put You in Your Place * Son of Poseidon * Strong * The Tree on the Hill.
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"Cleopatra — Complete" by Georg Ebers (translated by Mary J. Safford). Published by
Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every
genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet
undiscovered gems?of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each
Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for
all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and
accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
For men, and the women who love them, this is a highly controversial book on how to get - and
be - a good husband. This book will appeal to the countless women who resent that their
husbands never listen and that they have to nag in order to get them to do anything around the
house; who feel like their husbands are always pawing at them to have sex; and who want
more from their marriage. It will appeal to men who want to have more sex, less nagging, and
wives who adore them. In short, GOOD HUSBAND, GREAT MARRIAGE is the book for
everyone. GOOD HUSBAND, GREAT MARRIAGE is a hard-hitting, no-nonsense guidebook
for men and women to help them fix their marriages. Robert Alter's central, controversial
argument: the man is primarily responsible for the marital problems. Alter says to women: "You
are right to want what you want from him." He says to men: "Stop thinking it's your wife's fault,
and transform yourself into the good husband you know you have in you. " In 50 chapters, Alter
describes the problem areas men face and what actions they can take to fix them. The
chapters include: "How to Know When You're Being a Man as Opposed to When You're Being
an Asshole," "How to Talk to Her," and "Your Anger: Cut the Shit." Alter's approach is
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straightforward and logical; he speaks to men in a language they understand. In addition,
sections of the book will be geared for women where Alter will give advice to women on what
they can do.
The start of a gripping new crime thriller series introducing ex-SAS trooper Jack Tate! Perfect
for fans of James Deegan, Tom Clancy and Mark Greaney ‘Looking for breakneck pace and a
relentless hero? Alex Shaw has you covered’ James Swallow ‘Total Blackout gripped from
page one and didn’t let go’ Stephen Leather
MI5 agents have been executed and more agents have been abducted with no terms received
from the kidnappers. An MI5 analyst is missing having accessed and downloaded prohibited
security data. The trial of notorious radical cleric Mullah Al-Shaqqaf collapses, his extradition
falls apart. A man known to have funded ISIS, recruit fighters for Syria and coerce teenagers to
martyr themselves. Again he walks free. The hunt for a nuclear warhead stolen ten years ago
has led Russian intelligence to London. One man connects them all... When retired MI6
operative Alex King is contacted by the deputy director of MI5 with a proposition, he feels
compelled to act. His brief is illegal, his actions unprecedented. The law and the courts have
failed. Time and events are against the nation's intelligence services and the battle can no
longer be fought by the rules. Britain's enemies will soon find the game has changed. As MI5
agent Caroline Darby investigates with the help of a seasoned Scotland Yard detective she
soon starts to look through the elaborate misdirection and discovers the horrifying truth...
Author Bio A P Bateman is an Amazon #1 best selling author. Both of his novels have reached
the top 4 positions in the paid top 100 categories, with The Contract Man reaching no 1. A P
Bateman has previously worked as a private investigator and trained and worked in close
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protection with ex-military, police and special forces. He has studied karate most of his life and
still enjoys training. Having trained on US SWAT ranges in the past with serving police officers
gives him a unique insight into weapons and tactics which adds realism to his writing.
"A real jewel of science history...brims with suspense and now-forgotten catastrophe and
intrigue...Wadman’s smooth prose calmly spins a surpassingly complicated story into a real
tour de force."—The New York Times “Riveting . . . [The Vaccine Race] invites comparison with
Rebecca Skloot's 2007 The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks.”—Nature The epic and
controversial story of a major breakthrough in cell biology that led to the conquest of rubella
and other devastating diseases. Until the late 1960s, tens of thousands of American children
suffered crippling birth defects if their mothers had been exposed to rubella, popularly known
as German measles, while pregnant; there was no vaccine and little understanding of how the
disease devastated fetuses. In June 1962, a young biologist in Philadelphia, using tissue
extracted from an aborted fetus from Sweden, produced safe, clean cells that allowed the
creation of vaccines against rubella and other common childhood diseases. Two years later, in
the midst of a devastating German measles epidemic, his colleague developed the vaccine
that would one day wipe out homegrown rubella. The rubella vaccine and others made with
those fetal cells have protected more than 150 million people in the United States, the vast
majority of them preschoolers. The new cells and the method of making them also led to
vaccines that have protected billions of people around the world from polio, rabies, chicken
pox, measles, hepatitis A, shingles and adenovirus. Meredith Wadman’s masterful account
recovers not only the science of this urgent race, but also the political roadblocks that nearly
stopped the scientists. She describes the terrible dilemmas of pregnant women exposed to
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German measles and recounts testing on infants, prisoners, orphans, and the intellectually
disabled, which was common in the era. These events take place at the dawn of the battle over
using human fetal tissue in research, during the arrival of big commerce in campus labs, and
as huge changes take place in the laws and practices governing who “owns” research cells
and the profits made from biological inventions. It is also the story of yet one more
unrecognized woman whose cells have been used to save countless lives. With another
frightening virus--measles--on the rise today, no medical story could have more human drama,
impact, or urgency than The Vaccine Race.
Waking naked and alone on a deserted island, Rob Stone has no recollection of how he got
there, or who he is. His memory is one of snapshots, each one building a picture of what he
does and who he truly is. He discovers he has both the skills and will to survive. But survival is
one thing, being hunted is another. A beautiful journalist in desperate need of help. The dark
web, the dumping ground for the evil of the internet. An enemy from his past. Murder,
abduction and betrayal. Stone must try to remember the time before the island changed
everything. The island will help him remember. The island will make him wish he could
forget.When the unthinkable becomes reality...
Set in the modern-day, a young man named Nythan discovers a demon inside of him. The
demon demands he perform despicable acts to help it fulfill its quest. Nythan must develop a
plan to get his life back. You'll love this coming-of-age urban fantasy because it's an actionpacked adventure that will keep you turning the pages.
Rev. ed. of: Indonesia edited by Frederica M. Bunge, 4th ed. 1983.
A week is a long time in politics, but six days can destroy democracy... It should be the
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happiest days for former special forces agent Drew Connor. Out walking in New Hampshire's
White Mountains with his girlfriend Sheila Cass, he has butterflies in his stomach and an
engagement ring in his pocket. Then a thunderstorm hits, and they take shelter in what Sheila
thinks is a relay station for a state utility. But when Drew enters the building, he realizes they
have stepped into something far more sinister. Bullet-proof checkpoints. Telephone hotlines. A
sign by a map that reads INTERNMENT CENTERS. And on a whiteboard a large, handwritten
message: CASE SHILOH: ON 9/19 WE TAKE HER BACK! Drew's instinct is to get Sheila out
as quickly as possible, and when they stop at a general store, and the police open fire without
asking questions, his worst fears are confirmed. Someone wants them dead for what they have
seen. And as Drew and Sheila discover, they have stumbled on a plot to kill the president and
overthrow the American government, a plan that is to take place in just six days time. With the
conspirators claiming they are terrorists on the run, Drew knows it is going to be hard enough
just to stay alive, let alone put a stop to this most deadly of political schemes... By the awardwinning author of RESURRECTION DAY and TWILIGHT, SIX DAYS is a 'what-if' thriller of
chilling credibility, a terrifying tale of what can happen when power games are mistaken for
politics, and paranoia for patriotism. REVIEWS "The whole shebang is as American as apple
pie and handguns in the classroom. Of course there's an almighty conflagration at the climax,
but DuBois shapes a tight sentence and the plot crackles along." -- Sunday Age newspaper "A
well-paced, exciting "what-if" thriller." -- Irish Independent newspaper ..".DuBois injects such
pace into his writing that the story rips breathlessly along." -- Birmingham (UK) Post
Some skills you never lose. Killing is one of them. Matthew Riker keeps to himself, doesn't
cause trouble, and never talks about his past. But after a chance encounter with a woman and
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a small child on the run, Riker will have to make a choice: use his hard-won skills to protect two
innocent victims, or stay in the safety of his quiet life. What follows is an adrenaline-soaked
thrill ride that will take Riker on a cross-country chase, through the seedy underbelly of a New
York criminal empire, and into the darkest places of the human heart. Fans of John Wick, Jack
Reacher, and Jason Bourne... get ready to meet Matthew Riker.
An illustrated volume by John Vinycomb, €Fictitious & Symbolic Creatures in Art€features
chapters on the use of dragons in Christian art and Royal Heraldry as well as other creatures
(the Hydra and crocodiles) that have similar characteristics to the dragon.
From the Tom Clancy for a new generation, a debut thriller following two CIA outcasts who
must race to stop a secret Chinese weapon that threatens to provoke a world war After her first
assignment in Venezuela goes disastrously awry, rookie case officer Kyra Stryker is brought
back to Langley to work in the Red Cell, the CIA’s out-of-the-box think tank. There she’s
paired with Jonathan Burke, a straitlaced analyst who has alienated his colleagues with his
unorthodox methods and a knack for always being right, political consequences be damned.
When a raid on Chinese spies in Taiwan ends in a shoot-out and the release of a deadly
chemical, CIA director Kathy Cooke turns to the Red Cell to figure out why China is ready to
invade the island nation without any fear of reprisal from the US Navy. Stryker and Burke’s
only lead is the top CIA asset in China, code named Pioneer. But when Pioneer reports that
Chinese security has him under surveillance, Stryker is offered a chance for redemption with a
highly dangerous mission: extract Pioneer from China before he’s arrested and executed. The
answers he holds could mean the difference between peace in the Pacific or another world
war. From CIA headquarters to the White House to a Navy carrier in the South China Sea and
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the dark alleyways of Beijing, Red Cell takes readers on a whirlwind race against time as
Stryker and Burke work to save Pioneer and discover the hidden threat to America’s power:
China’s top-secret weapon. CIA analyst Mark Henshaw infuses expert knowledge of the
intelligence world into a pulse-pounding plot to create a fascinating, authentic, and
unforgettable read.
In the last days before signing the peace agreement, an IRA splinter cell mounts an operation
on the British mainland using English criminals. This unprecedented move intrigues MI6 and
they assume command of MI5's surveillance operation. A career criminal is released from
prison and aims to win back the wife and child his sentence has cost him, but before he can,
he is forced back into his old world. The stakes have changed and his family have become
leverage for the most ruthless people imaginable. A woman imprisoned in an abusive
relationship, desperate to escape with her son and rekindle her past becomes the pawn in a
deadly world of deception, violence and retribution. A clandestine wing of the secret
intelligence service tests its newest recruit. Alex King has trained and operated in the shadowy
world of intelligence and now he must kill for his country, but before he can, he needs to
discover more about the men he has been sent to kill.
An unprecedented and terrifying bioterrorism plot threatens to kill millions in the midst of a
divisive presidential election in this new thriller from the #1 New York Times bestselling Mitch
Rapp series. A toxic presidential election is underway in an America already badly weakened
by internal divisions. While politicians focus entirely on maintaining their own power and
privilege, ISIS kidnaps a brilliant French microbiologist and forces him to begin manufacturing
anthrax. Slickly produced videos chronicling his progress and threatening an imminent attack
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are posted to the Internet, intensifying the hysteria gripping the US. ISIS recruits a Mexican
drug cartel to smuggle the bioweapon across the border, but it’s really just a diversion. The
terrorist organization needs to keep Mitch Rapp and Irene Kennedy distracted long enough to
weaponize a deadly virus that they stumbled upon in Yemen. If they succeed, they’ll trigger a
pandemic that could rewrite the world order. Rapp embarks on a mission to infiltrate the
Mexican cartels and track down the ISIS leader who he failed to kill during their last
confrontation. But with Washington’s political elite increasingly lined up against him, he knows
he’ll be on his own. “In the world of black-ops thrillers, Mitch Rapp remains the gold standard”
(Booklist, starred review).
At a US research facility funded by the military and clandestine agencies a super-virus has
been created as a first strike military weapon. During its conception the anti-virus has furthered
the possibilities of medical research by decades. Such is its potential, treachery has struck
from within. If the virus is released, then the anti-virus will be worth billions to the
pharmaceutical industry. Isobel Bartlett worked on the project and knows its potential. After the
suspicious death of her mentor, and upon hearing part of an audacious plan to make money
from the project she flees the facility with the information needed to culture the viruses to seek
help from a contact with the FBI. Up against rogue government forces, she is helped by Agent
Rob Stone of the Secret Service who has been tasked by the president to investigate a
disbanded assassination program after his investigation led him to the bio research facility. The
two are hunted mercilessly by an assassin from Washington to the streets of New York. Only
when the hunt reaches the wild forests of Vermont can ex-special forces soldier Stone take the
fight to the enemy.
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